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CASE STUDY Salmon Lake Centre & Ballacregga Cornmill  

Award Winning Innovation 
 SCS Ltd, a specialist building contractor based on the Isle of Man, has used 

ingenious technologies and methodology to create an award winning project 
at one of the Island’s leading tourist attractions. The site now benefits from a 
self-sufficient electric, central heating, air conditioning and hot water system 
which can all be controlled centrally from a PC or remotely by smart phone or 
tablet.

Other than the original capital, there are no further  
costs involved in running the heat pump system 
which  is genuinely now 100% carbon neutral.
A truly remarkable feat.
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A Natural Solution
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  Salmon Lake Centre & Ballacregga Cornmill

The Salmon Lake Centre and Ballacregga Tea Rooms are 
leading tourist attractions on the picturesque  Isle of Man. 
The company originally challenged specialist building 
contractor  SCS Ltd to improve the heating efficiency at the 
site.  SCS Ltd Managing Director, Stewart Clague recollects, 
“Initially, we decided we could install a turbine providing 
free electric to heat the premises but then it occurred to us 
that we really should be able to heat or cool. We have an 
open area which is popular for functions such as weddings 
so would need ventilation and air cooling.  We also have an 
old stone building which requires lots of heating.”

The next step was to call upon the expertise and advice of 
Kooltech Ltd, a UK HVAC specialist supplier who SCS have 
enjoyed a trusted relationship with for over a decade.  
A site visit by Kooltech determined that if the client was 
to utilize the natural resource of the adjacent Salmon Lake, 
far more benefits than the original concept could be gained.

Application Engineer Alan Clarke of Kooltech Ltd explains 
further, “One of the biggest concerns on a project such as 
this is the dissipation of heat which can be generated from 
a system so the logical solution was to use the site’s natural 
resource, the Salmon Lake to cater for the rejection and 
absorption of  heat. The benefit of using the lake was that 
the system wouldn’t be at the mercy of the elements or 
have to worry about heat dissipating into the atmosphere. 
We know that Mitsubishi WR2 series, with a closed loop 
circuit at it’s heart, is the ideal choice for such a scenario, 
particularly when used with a slinky sitting at the bottom 
of the lake.”

Kooltech Ltd National Technical Manager, John Hammond 
who was heavily involved in the project, expands, “The 
WR2 absorbs and rejects heat via the lake.  The temperature 
of the lake was around 17°c in summer and 5°c in winter, so 
we knew that absorption and rejection of heat was good.” 
It was a sensible choice as bore hole technology would 
have been cost prohibitive and with the Mitsubishi 
PQRY-P500YHM-A (WR2 Series) incorporating a 100% 
Inverter control and offering High Coefficient of 
Performance (COP) and Energy Efficiency Ratings (EERs), 
the benefits were clear to see. When coupled with wall 
mounted air con / heating units in the open plan areas and 
the café, phase 1 of the 2 phase project was complete.

A slinky sits out of view at the bottom of the site’s Salmon Lake

The Mitsubishi WR2 Series absorbs and rejects heat via the lake 

Mitsubishi TG 2000 software controls and monitors the whole site via a PC
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Self-sufficient System  
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Phase 2 involved the installation of a Mitsubishi PWFY Heat Pump Boiler in the loft as a primary heat source to provide 
hot water for both sanitary, under floor and central heating requirements. The PWFY operates seamlessly with the WR2 
and can achieve constant temperatures up to 70°c. Combining the Heat Pump Boiler with a BC unit and isolation valves 
provides a multitude of benefits. The primary benefit being the ability to close off individual areas without the need to 
shut down the complete system which is ideal for maintenance schedules. Also, absorbing rejected heat from the rooms
into the PWFY via a cascade system saves energy to heat the boiler whilst avoiding dissipation into the atmosphere.

Discreet Remote Temperature Sensors were commissioned in each room and Mitsubishi TG-2000 software installed on a
 central PC computer offers the client ultimate control over the energy consumption per zone, keep an eye on running 
costs and provide alerts for any faults that may occur on the whole system. With energy efficiency being critical to the 
project and for every degree that the system deviates from the required temperature, energy costs can rise up to 5%, 
the client now has a sophisticated building management tool that can even be controlled remotely by a smart phone or 
tablet.

If that wasn’t efficient enough, SCS installed the best 3rd party turbine on the market which provides 24 hour electric to
the WR2. Alan of SCS enthusiastically proclaims, “Although the site is connected to the grid, the turbine generates 10KW 
of electricity, so this means that, other than the original capital, there are no other costs involved in the whole project.”

Above: Mitsubishi PWFY Heat Pump Boiler with BC Box means individual areas such as the function room can be isolated without affecting any other rooms

Above: Roof  & Wall Mounted Air Conditioning Units are strategically placed throughout the site including the tea room, kitchen , dining rooms and offices
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Private Sector: Best Innovation - Energy Awards 2015
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Expanding on the projects notoriety, Alan states, “The Isle of Man Government were aware of the 
project and when we explained the heat pump system was going to be 100% renewable, they  
recommended we apply for their 
2015 Energy Awards.  We were both 
proud and elated that the project 
won the Best Innovation award for 
the Private Sector as we were up 
against tough competition and some
excellent projects.”

Speaking of Kooltech’s involvement, 
“We’ve worked closely with them for 
a good 10 years and always 
recommend them. We really 
appreciate their support and advice. 
John Hammond’s commissioning in 
particular is always spot on.”

100% Carbon Neutral Heat Pump System

Heating & Cooling System

Full Heat Recovery

Ground (Water) Source Heat Pump

Closed Loop Coil Immersed In Lake

Ossberger Turbine Installed

Hydro-Electric Power Generated Delivers 
All The Heat Pump Energy Requirements

Different Areas Of Building Can Be 
Heated Or Cooled Simultaneously

Above: The prestigious Isle of Man Government Energy Award 2015 which the site won

Above: Alan Clague (Director) & Stewart Clague (Managing Director) of SCS Ltd 


